Welcome to DrRacket, version 6.10 [3m].
Language: CSC 104; memory limit: 1000 MB.
Interactions area.
> hi
hi: this variable is not defined
> 104
104
> .5
0.5

> rotate-cw
rotate-cw
> hi
hi: this variable is not defined
> Rotate-cw
Rotate-cw: this variable is not defined
> rotate
rotate
> -cw
-cw: this variable is not defined
> cw
cw: this variable is not defined

> (rotate-cw
function call: expects a function after the open parenthesis, but found an image
(above 104 0.5)
above: expects an image as first argument, but received 104
(rotate-cw 104)
rotate-cw: expects an image, but received 104

(rotate-cw)
rotate-cw: expects only one argument, but found two
(beside)

(flip-horizontal)
> (beside)

> (beside (flip-horizontal))
★★ (flip-horizontal (beside ...))

• (flip-horizontal (beside ...) )

• flip-horizontal: expects only one argument, but found two

> (step (flip-horizontal (beside ...))) ★ steps ★

★★ (flip-horizontal (beside ...))

• (flip-horizontal (beside ...))